May 18, 1959

No. 97

BULLETIN TO ALL MEMBERS:

RE: ACCIDENT CLASSIFICATION - MOVIE ACTORS, ACTRESSES AND DIRECTORS

In reference to our Bulletin No. 46, dated April 4, 1957, it has been determined that some admitted carriers are classifying movie actors, actresses and directors under Class A, with a surcharge of 10%.

It will therefore be in order for that rate to be used in accordance with the approval of the admitted carriers' Surplus Line Accident and Health Contact Committee as per letter of May 14, 1959 as follows:

"Re: Accident Classification - Movie Actors, Actresses and Directors"

As a result of various discussions with yourself and Art Krausse on the captioned subject, it is in order for you to amend the classification rating for such risks from Class D* to Class A, plus 10%.

(Signed) J.H. Casenave, Chairman
Surplus Lines Accident and Health Contact Committee.

Thomas A. Scadden
MANAGER